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Dear colleagues, partners and stakeholders, 

Welcome to the first Annual Report of the Business 
Ombudsman Institute (BOI) of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
This report details the work undertaken during our 
first year of operation and complements the quarterly 
reports issued throughout the year. For the first part 
of 2020, I was busy hiring members of my team and 
preparing to open our office. We were able to open 
our doors to customers at the end of February 2020. 
I had no illusions about the extent of the challenge 
facing my colleagues and me to deliver on my 
mandate, raise awareness among business entities 
in the Kyrgyz Republic and build constructive and 
collaborative relationships with state bodies and 
other stakeholders.  

The pandemic had a swift and severe effect on 
our work. Within three weeks of opening, we were 
required to move to remote working and accept 
complaints only by post or online. In the following 

months, the continued health crisis undoubtedly 
impacted the number of complaints I received as well 
as our outreach work, especially in the regions. These 
first three weeks would turn out to be the only time 
that the whole team was able to work together in the 
office in 2020.

By the end of the year, I had nonetheless received 
68 registered complaints from businesses. Of these, I 
was able to accept 44 for consideration. I was pleased 
to see that the percentage of complaints I had to 
refuse to consider because they did not meet the 
criteria decreased notably during the year. You can 
read a detailed breakdown of the complaints later in 
this report, along with case studies and details on the 
successful conclusion of cases, which saw the BOI 
help businesses to the amount of KGS 86 billion.  

This report also details the work we have carried out 
to make recommendations in support of the other 
aspects of my mandate – that is, to help increase 

FOREWORD OF THE 
bUsIness 
oMbUDsMan
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transparency and improve the working practices 
of state bodies by identifying systemic issues – and 
recommendations to improve the business and 
investment climate. The latter has taken on greater 
importance as the extent of the economic downturn 
and its impact on business entities have become 
clearer.  

Like other organizations and businesses, our work 
has also been affected by the political context in the 
country, and in particular by the situation caused by 
the events of October 2020 after the parliamentary 
elections. In my quarterly reports, I have raised the 
issue of inconsistent engagement on the part of state 
bodies. There have been many examples of swift, 
open and collegiate cooperation with some state 
bodies but, regrettably, others remain uncooperative 
and unwilling to provide the level of information 
required for me to properly and fairly consider a 
complaint. My staff and I continue our work to 
overcome this issue.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank those state 
bodies that have actively participated and engaged 
with my colleagues and me to allow us to make a 
fair, legal and professional assessment of complaints, 
in particular Bishkek Transport Municipal Enterprise, 
the State Tax Service, the Energy and Subsoil Industry 
Committee and Kyrgyzkomur State Enterprise. 

At the end of the year, my biggest concern, 
however, is the apparent unwillingness of state 
bodies to take seriously my Response Acts and the 
recommendations they contain. These are issued 
to relevant state bodies after careful consideration 
of all the information (and relevant laws and legal 
issues) when I find that a complainant’s rights have 
been infringed upon. Response Acts are based on 
the in-depth report produced at the end of the 
process of collecting and considering information 

from all sides regarding a complaint. They contain 
recommendations on how to rectify the infringement 
and how to prevent such actions from happening 
again, backed up by relevant legal argumentation. It is 
clear from the responses of the state bodies that there 
is often insufficient consideration of these arguments, 
a reluctance to change an earlier decision even when 
it was incorrect and a propensity to recommend that 
a business go to court if dissatisfied. As my mandate 
provides the Business Ombudsman only with 
recommendatory powers, I would not expect all my 
recommendations to be accepted. Nonetheless, the 
fact that only one Response Act has been accepted 
indicates a reluctance to acknowledge mistakes, 
whether for fear of retribution or for other reasons. 
In particular, it is clear that where decisions in favor of 
a complainant would have a negative impact on the 
state budget, there is even less willingness to overturn 
an earlier decision, even after the independent, 
professional and fair consideration of a complaint by 
my colleagues and me.

As I look forward to 2021, I see this issue as the most 
important to overcome in order to achieve success 
for the new Business Ombudsman institution. I will 
therefore continue to argue to the new leadership 
of the country that to protect entrepreneurs and 
business entities, I will need a high level of political 
support to ensure an appropriate level of engagement 
and cooperation from state bodies.  

sincerely, 

Robin ord-smith

business ombudsman 
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“The business ombudsman  is an authorized person to protect the rights, freedoms and legitimate 
interests of business entities”1.

Mandate – the Business Ombudsman considers complaints of business entities against the actions, 
decisions or inaction of state bodies, local governments and state enterprises and conducts his own 
independent, expert and fair investigation of entrepreneurs’ complaints. Through independent reports 
and recommendations, the Business Ombudsman strengthens the efforts of businesses, the government 
and the state in shaping Kyrgyzstan as a unique place for business and investment.

The Business Ombudsman exercises his power based on Decree No. 647 of the government of the Kyrgyz 
Republic “On Authorized Person Protecting the Rights, Freedoms and Legitimate Interests of Business 
Entities” of 31 December 2018 and the Rules of Procedure of the Business Ombudsman approved by the 
Supervisory Board on 3 December 2019.

Mission – To strive to passionately, independently and impartially protect businesses, combat corruption 
and improve the business climate in the Kyrgyz Republic.

Goal – To ensure the transparency of state authorities, reduce corruption and establish a legal and 
institutional framework for the protection of the rights, freedoms and legitimate interests of business 
entities. 
. 

Principles: 
•	 Independence
•	 Rule	of	law
•	 Integrity	
•	 Professionalism	
•	 Cooperation	
•	 Impartiality
•	 Political	neutrality
•	 Transparency	
•	 Fairness

aboUT THe bUsIness oMbUDsMan

Role, mission and mandate 

1   Regulation “On Authorized Person for the Protection of the Rights, Feedoms and Legitimate Interests of Business Entities 

(Business Ombudsman)”, Annex to Decree No. 647 of the Government of the Kyrgyz Republic of 31 December 2018..
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structure of the business ombudsman Institute

The focal point of the Supervisory Board, appointed by the members of the Board and assisting in 
its duties.  

secretary of the supervisory board 

business ombudsman 

supervisory board 

The highest management body of the Business Ombudsman and the Secretariat, formed by a group 
of parties to oversee the activities of the Business Ombudsman and the Secretariat. 

The Supervisory Board consists of authorized representatives of three parties:
•	 Party	1:	government	of	the	Kyrgyz	Republic	–	1	vote	
•	 Party	2:	international	development	partners	–	1	vote	
•	 Party	3:	business	community	–	1	vote	

In 2020, the Supervisory Board comprised: 
•	 On	a	permanent	basis:	 the	Chamber	of	Commerce	of	 the	Kyrgyz	Republic,	 the	American	

Chamber of Commerce in the Kyrgyz Republic, JIA Business Association, the International 
Business Council, the Association of Markets, Trade and Service Enterprises of Kyrgyzstan, the 
Association of Customs Brokers of the Kyrgyz Republic and the Union of Banks of Kyrgyzstan.

•	 On	a	rotational	basis:	until	7	March	2020	–	the	Association	of	Customs	Brokers	of	the	Kyrgyz	
Republic and the Union of Banks of Kyrgyzstan; from 7 March 2020 – the Association of 
Communication Operators and the Entrepreneurs Union of Kyrgyzstan. 

What we do 

We deal with complaints from businesses regarding malpractice by state bodies, local government 
authorities and state-owned enterprises. If the complaint meets the eligibility criteria below, we will 
launch an investigation of the case to protect the business’s legal rights. We help entrepreneurs with 
their complaints before the issue becomes too serious and leads them to go to court. We do not treat 
complaints formally and help complainants find their way out as promptly and efficiently as possible. 
However, issues raised in complaints sometimes exceed the Business Ombudsman’s mandate.

secretariat of the business ombudsman

Employees assisting in the implementation of functions and tasks and providing organizational and 
technical support to the work of the Business Ombudsman. The Secretariat consists of the Deputy 
Business Ombudsmen, specialists and administrative personnel. 
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Are you complaining, as an entrepreneur or 
private business entity, against the actions 
or inactions of a state body, regional or 
local government body or a state-owned 
enterprise or their officials?

Has the issue of your complaint been the 
subject of a court or arbitral decision or 
are there any ongoing or planned court or 
arbitral proceedings?

Has it been less than 12 months since the 
issue that you wish to complain about 
occurred? 

Have you used at least one available 
administrative appeal process?

CoMPlaInT
elIGIbIlITY CRITeRIa

Your application meets the 
criteria for consideration by 
the business ombudsman 
Institute

What we can do What we can’t do 

Conduct an independent, professional and fair 
investigation of complaints from business to state/
government (B2G) 

Investigate complaints from business to business 
(B2B) 

Determine whether the complainant’s and state 
body’s actions were legal and authorized 

Overturn court decisions or determine whether 
the court decision was justified and/or legal 

Flag trends in complaints to government officials 
and recommend systemic changes to the 
legislation affecting business and entrepreneurship 

Change public policy or government programs 
regarding business and investment 

no

no

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

no

no
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1) Via the www.boi.kg website 

2) E-mail: aryz@boi.kg 

3) In person at the BOI office (103 Ibraimova str., 
Victory Business Center, Bishkek)

4) By post

Ways to file  
a complaint 

How we work 

1. Register and 
access complaints

The complainant receives a response within ten working days 
regarding whether his/her complaint is eligible and accepted for 
further investigation. 

2. Investigate 
complaints

We examine the details of the complaint, conduct an in-depth 
legal investigation, request additional documentation if needed, 
hold meetings with all relevant sides and analyze the relevant 
legislation. As a result, if the Business Ombudsman establishes 
that the entrepreneur’s rights were infringed upon and upholds 
the complaint, a Response Act will be issued in the form of a 
recommendation to the relevant state body within three months 
of the complaint’s registration date.

4. flag systemic 
issues

We constantly identify systemic issues in complaints and 
recommend changes to the legislation and working practices 
affecting the business environment.

5. Communicate We communicate the outcome of investigations to complainants 
and relevant state bodies, as well as systemic issues identified in 
the course of our investigations to the government, state bodies 
and the media (observing confidentiality rules).

6. Report We provide the results of our work in quarterly and annual 
reports shared publicly on our website, via social media and in 
the media. 

3. Issue and monitor 
recommendations

The Business Ombudsman follows up on recommendations 
until they are properly implemented. 
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12 february – first meeting as a Business Ombudsman with the Committee for the Development of 
Industry and Entrepreneurship under the National Council for Sustainable Development, chaired by 
President Jeenbekov

18 february – meeting with President Jeenbekov

20 february – the BOI moves to the office in the Victory Business Center 

25 february – visit to Batken

26 february – visit to Osh

28 february – the office is opened to receive complaints

2 March – the first complaint is officially submitted to the Business Ombudsman

4 March – visit to Naryn

5 March – first visit of the members of the Supervisory Board to the BOI 

11-12 March – visit to Karakol and Cholpon-Ata

18 March – the BOI staff switches to remote work due to the COVID-19 pandemic2 

25 april – the first Response Act is issued 

11 May – meeting with President Jeenbekov

21 May – work is moved back to the office

20 June – the BOI staff switches to remote work due to the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic

3 July – first successful case regarding offset taxes 

25 august – Supervisory Board meeting, approval of Q1 2020 report 

2 september – work is moved back to the office with a skeleton staff

21 December – Supervisory Board meeting, approval of Q2 and Q3 2020 report

21 December – a state body adopts a Reponse Act of the Business Ombudsman 

2 According to the government’s advice on sanitary rules and restrictions to prevent the spread of COVID-19

boI fIRsT YeaR – KeY DaTes
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Response Acts 
issued to state 
bodies – 11.

Response Acts 
adopted  – 1.

Media materials 
released  – 197. 

Top places of origin of 
complaints:

69% – Bishkek,

9% – Chuy region,

9% – Issyk-Kul region.

Top industries: 
services  _________ 22%, 

retail/wholesale ___ 16%, 

telecom _________ 15%.

Top issues: 
tax issues  __________ 34%, 
actions of law enforcement 
agencies  ___________ 23%. 

Top state bodies 
complained against: 
State Tax Service ___ 25%, 
General Prosecutor’s 
Office _____  _____ 12%.

Financial  
impact for business 

KGS 86 471 455 
 for the  

successful cases

Complaints 
upheld 10

Cases closed due to 
success 4

2020 aT a 
GlanCe  

20Completed cases 

68
Total number of 
complaints 

44
Complaints accepted 
for investigation 
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20 cases were completed: 

•	 5	complaints	were	discontinued	after	successful	resolution	
•	 4	complaints	were	unfounded
•	 4	complaints	were	closed	because	the	relevant	circumstances	no	longer	existed	
•	 3	complaints	were	withdrawn	by	complainants
•	 2	complaints	were	closed	because	of	a	court	process	
•	 1	complaint	was	closed	due	to	a	court	decision	
•	 1	complaint	was	closed	because	the	Response	Act	was	adopted	by	the	state	body.

Rejected complaints: 

24 complaints were not accepted for consideration because they did not meet the eligibility criteria.

Criteria %

Court or arbitral decision or under proceedings  9 38%

The complaint is not against a state body 4 17%

B2B 2

Foreign state body 1

 Temporary authority 1

Unsubstantiated complaint 3 13%

Not a business entity 4 17%

Failure to provide the requested documentation 2 8%

Under administrative appeal 2 8%

CoMPlaInT DaTa 

accepted complaints  

In 2020, entrepreneurs and business entities filed 68 complaints with the Business Ombudsman, 44 out 
of them (65%) were accepted and 24 (35%) were rejected for not meeting the eligibility criteria. The overall 
acceptance ratio was 65%. 

Business Ombudsman Institute 12



state bodies subject to complaints

State body
Number of 
complaints

%

State Tax Service and its territorial divisions 17 25%

General Prosecutor’s Office, including its territorial divisions 8 12%

State enterprise 5 7%

Local administration 5 7%

State Communications Agency under the State Committee of Information Tech-
nologies and Communications of the Kyrgyz Republic

4 6%

State Customs Service and its divisions 4 6%

Municipal enterprise 4 6%

State Committee for National Security 4 6%

Ministry of Internal Affairs and its regional divisions 3 4%

Financial Police 3 4%

Private company 2 3%

State Property Management Fund 1 1%

State Inspectorate for Veterinary and Phytosanitary Security under the govern-
ment of the Kyrgyz Republic

1 1%

Ministry of Education 1 1%

Energy and Subsoil Industry Committee 1 1%

Bishkek Commandant’s Office 1 1%

Anticorruption Service of the State Committee for National Security 1 1%

State financial supervision 1 1%

Issyk-Kul Regional Center of Sanitary and Epidemiological Control 1 1%

Federal Bailiff Service of the Russian Federation 1 1%
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Issues raised in complaints

Tax issues 15 34%

additional tax accrual 8  

refusal to transfer money from one tax account to another 1  

refusal to cancel penalties for a tax offense 1  

unscheduled tax inspection 4  

set-off of overpaid taxes 1  

Actions of the law enforcement agencies 10 23%

inspections of financial activity 3

illegal criminal proceedings 1

illegal termination of criminal proceedings 1

change of qualification of pre-trial proceedings of a criminal case that may result 
in the occurrence of an insured event 

1

seizure of investor’s property and false accusation of a crime 1

demand to demolish a construction 1

refusal to return the equipment seized within a criminal investigation procedure 1

recognition of a purchase as illegal 1

Licenses 4 9%

termination of a license and frequency permit 3

termination of a subsoil license 1

Actions of the State Customs Service 3 7%

decision on non-payment of customs duties 2

delisting a company from the register of insurance companies 1

Non-payments according to the contract by the municipal and state entities 2 5%

Lease of state property (prolongation of lease agreement) 2 5%

Non-execution of a court’s decision 2 5%

Illegal sanitary inspection 1 2%

Penalties for detected damage 1 2%

Termination of land-lease agreement 1 2%

Inaction of the local administration 1 2%

Other issues 2 5%

Business Ombudsman Institute 14



sectors of the economy 

Services

22%

Retail/Wholesale 

16%

Construction

6%
Agriculture

6%

Mining

3%

Petroleum/ 
Petroleum refining

3%

IT 

4%

Medicine 

1%Electricity 

1%

Manufacturing 

10%

Telecom

15%

Finance

6%

Tourism

3%

Transportation

3%
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Regions of complaints

How complaints were filed 

78% of complaints were filed via the www.boi.kg website, 21% in person at the BOI office, 1% via post. 

anonymous complaints

Out of 68 complaints, four (6%) were filed anonymously, of which two were taken for investigation and two 
were rejected. Of the two rejected complaints, one was filed by a state body (not an entrepreneur or business 
entity), and for another complaint, the complainant did not provide supporting documents even after an 
additional request from the BOI. 

Timeline for the preliminary review of complaints

During the reporting period, it took five business days on average for the Business Ombudsman to decide 
whether to consider a complaint or leave it without further action. This is five days less than the 10-day limit 
provided by the Rules of Procedure for the preliminary assessment of a complaint. In one case, the timeline for 
preliminary assessment was extended by an additional 10 business days because the information necessary to 
make a decision was missing and a request for additional information was made to the complainant.  

average time to consider a complaint 

According to the Rules and Procedures, there is a 90-day limit to conduct an investigation of an accepted 
complaint. In 2020, the average time to conduct an investigation was 80 calendar days. For 11 complaints, 
the 90-day deadline was extended because of the pandemic and associated challenges, such as the limited 
availability of state body representatives and delays in their official responses to BOI requests. For one complaint, 
the investigation exceeded the limit outlined in the Rules and Procedures, reaching 167 calendar days due to 
the state of emergency, the absence of responses to three consecutive BOI requests for information and the 
lack of cooperation from the state body on subsequent BOI requests. 

69%
Bishkek – 47

Chuy region – 6

9%
Issyk-Kul region – 6 

9%

Osh region 
– 4 

6%

Naryn region

Batken region – 1 1%

Jalal-Abad region 
– 2 

3%

Talas – 2 3%

Business Ombudsman Institute 16



5 At the time of the operation, no related legal norms on taxable obligations existed

In 2020, the investigations of four cases reached a successful outcome following the intervention of the BOI. 
This helped businesses save and receive refunds for a total of KGS 86,471,455 (USD 1,046,239 based on the USD 
1 = KGS 82.6498 exchange rate of the National Bank of Kyrgyz Republic for 31 December 2020). The Business 
Ombudsman has no objectives expressed in monetary terms; for a number of complaints, it is impossible to 
establish such an equivalent. In addition, the consideration of a complaint resulted in the termination of pre-trial 
proceedings in one case. 

We thank our partners in state and local authorities and in business associations for their cooperation and help 
in protecting the rights of entrepreneurs and businesses.

additional taxes 

Brief information

In March 2020, a business entity filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman against a decision of a 
state body. The state body equated the allocation of the retained earnings of a business entity to increase its 
authorized share capital3 as equivalent to the payment of dividends (taxable at a 10% rate from the amount of 
dividends) and accrued taxes and penalties exceeding KGS 71 million. 

Before conducting the operation, the business entity had sent to the state body an official request verifying its 
compliance with the legal and tax norms. In its official correspondence, the state body replied that the operation 
was not associated with any tax obligations, but later changed its opinion and accrued taxes and penalties.

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted a professional and impartial investigation by analyzing regulatory legal acts and the 
materials provided by the complainant and the state body and contacted representatives of the state body, 
the complainant and other relevant parties. As a result of the fair and independent investigation, the Business 
Ombudsman upheld the complaint of the business entity.  

The accrual of taxes was made in the absence of legal norms establishing grounds and procedure for the 
occurrence and execution of a tax obligation. Charges were made in contradiction with the principle of the 
certainty of taxation enshrined in the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic. The state body was guided in its decision 
by its illegitimate interpretation of the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic and did not consider the position of the 
state body responsible for developing policy in the relevant area, which dictated the opposite conclusion.

Result

On 28 April 2020, the Business Ombudsman issued and sent to the state body a Response Act in the form of a 
recommendation. In addition, in cooperation with the representatives of business associations and legislative 
authorities, the BOI took part in the process of promoting necessary changes to the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz 
Republic, which would eliminate the existing legal gap and recognize the entity’s operation as tax-free. 

On 3 August 2020, a law updating the Tax Code was adopted. The state body also considered the Business 
Ombudsman’s Response Act and canceled its decision regarding additional taxes and penalties, which helped 
the business entity save KGS 71,727,009. 

Case oVeRVIeW  

successful cases and impact for businesses
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Tax credit 

Brief information

A business filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman, alleging that it had overpaid taxes and had requested 
the tax authority to offset KGS 272,000 in overpaid taxes. The tax authority had refused to offset the tax amount. 

Action taken

BOI specialists began investigating the complaint, analyzed the appropriate legislation and determined that there 
was indeed a right to have the tax offset. They contacted the tax authority and justified the legal basis for taxes to 
be offset. 

Result

As a result, the tax authority offset KGS 272,000 against other types of taxes. 

abolition of penalties

Brief information

A trading entrepreneur contacted the BOI via its website regarding the fulfillment of tax obligations. In May 2020, 
representatives of the state body responsible for tax administration inspected the entrepreneur for the existence 
of patent-based tax payments. As a result of the audit, the entrepreneur was fined for the absence of a patent and 
related payments.

Action taken

BOI specialists analyzed the relevant legislation, concluded that the fine was improper and contacted the 
representatives of the state body. The legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic provides for exemptions from tax sanctions 
and penalties for the late fulfillment of tax obligations by a taxpayer as a result of force majeure circumstances for 
the tax period March–June 2020.

Result

Representatives of the state body agreed that the tax sanction should be canceled, and the penalty of KGS 7,500 
was abolished.

Payment for goods

Brief information

A business entity filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman against the Bishkek Passenger Motor Transport 
Enterprise municipal enterprise alleging non-payment under previously concluded contracts for KGS 2,994,510. 

Action taken

BOI specialists gathered and analyzed the information related to the complaint and contacted the parties 
involved. 

Result

As a result of negotiations between the BOI and representatives of the municipal enterprise and the complainant, 
the parties came to a peaceful settlement of the dispute. The municipal enterprise began to fulfill its obligations 
and pad an outstanding debt. 

Business Ombudsman Institute 18



Payment for provided services  

Brief information

An entrepreneur provided stripping operations services using excavator equipment to Kyrgyzkomur State Enterprise 
for an amount of KGS 11,470,436 but could not receive a payment for the services provided because of numerous 
suspensions by the state enterprise. The entrepreneur filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman against 
Kyrgyzkomur State Enterprise.  

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted an independent and fair investigation of the complaint and contacted and conducted 
negotiations with all sides involved. 

Result

As a result, the parties came to a peaceful settlement of the dispute, and the entrepreneur received full payment 
for the services provided in the amount of KGS 11,470,436. The Business Ombudsman expresses his appreciation 
to the management of Kyrgyzkomur for their cooperation and constructive approach in protecting the rights and 
legitimate interests of business entities.
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oTHeR InVesTIGaTeD Cases 

Rental of state property 

Brief information

Three individual entrepreneurs, who are tenants of a shopping center, filed a collective complaint against the 
state enterprise and the state body authorized to use, manage and privatize state property. The entrepreneurs 
alleged that the state body made an illegal decision to include the rented boutiques in a pilot of electronic 
tenders and did not renew their expired lease agreements although they paid rent on time.

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted a legal, professional and impartial investigation, analyzed the materials of the complaint 
and regulatory legal acts governing the rental of state property and held meetings with the representatives of 
the state body and tenants. After considering all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman concluded 
that the rights and legitimate interests of the entrepreneurs had been violated and upheld the complaint. On 29 
April 2020, the Business Ombudsman issued a Response Act to the state body in the form of a recommendation. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendations to the state body and state enterprise:

1. Sign new lease agreements with the current tenants on the same terms as the previous lease agreements; 

2. Discontinue the practice of concluding state property lease agreements for one year without a right to 
prolong, and grant this right to tenants properly performing their obligations in accordance with the laws 
of the Kyrgyz Republic;

3. Suggest to the Ministry of the Economy and/or the government to amend the legislation to eliminate 
ambiguities, disagreements and inconsistencies in the application of laws and legal acts.

Result

On 19 June 2020, the state body responded to the Business Ombudsman’s Response Act and did not 
accept the recommendations. At the time of publishing this report, the state body has not implemented the 
recommendations of the Business Ombudsman.

Business Ombudsman Institute 20



Investment compensation 

Brief information

A foreign investor filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman against the government of the Kyrgyz 
Republic for violating applicable bilateral investment treaties and asked for compensation as prescribed by 
the law “On Investments in the Kyrgyz Republic”. The business entity alleged that the actions taken by the 
government constituted an indirect expropriation and that it was therefore entitled to compensation as 
prescribed by the law. The business entity had hired a leading international law firm and intended to start 
arbitration proceedings against the Kyrgyz Republic. 

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted a legal, professional and impartial investigation as per the mandate of the Business 
Ombudsman, analyzed the materials provided by the complainant and regulatory legal acts and contacted 
representatives of both parties and other stakeholders. After considering all relevant information, the Business 
Ombudsman concluded that the rights and legitimate interests of the business entity had been violated and 
upheld the complaint. 

On 25 August 2020, the Business Ombudsman issued a Response Act to the government and the State 
Committee for Industry, Energy and Subsoil Use (SCIESU) in the form of a recommendation. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendation to the government:

I. Consider a peaceful settlement of the dispute. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendations to the SCIESU:

II. Comply with the deadlines stipulated by the laws “On Subsoil” and “On the Basics of Administrative 
Activities and Administrative Procedures”;

III. While executing proposals of the Prosecutor General’s Office, take measures that comply with and meet 
the requirements of the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic;

IV. Take consistent actions with respect to subsoil users, taking into account the SCIESU’s authority, to 
develop investment policy and attract investment in subsoil use.

Result

On 3 September 2020, the government reacted to the Response Act by instructing the SCIESU to conduct 
consultations for a peaceful settlement of the dispute. On 14 September 2020, the SCIESU held a meeting with 
all stakeholders, including a BOI representative. As a result of this meeting, the business entity agreed to provide 
justification for the requested compensation and/or propose alternative ways to solve the issue. Other stakeholders 
will review the information above during the next meeting.
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licensing 

Brief information

A foreign investor filed a complaint against the state body responsible for licensing radio frequencies for the allegedly 
illegal cancelation of a previously issued license. The agency canceled its own previous decision at the proposal of 
the General Prosecutor’s Office.  

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted a professional and impartial investigation, analyzed the materials provided by the 
complainant and regulatory legal acts and contacted representatives of the state body and other stakeholders. 

After considering all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman concluded that the rights and legitimate 
interests of the business entity had been violated and upheld the complaint. On 3 September 2020, the Business 
Ombudsman issued a Response Act to the state body in the form of a recommendation. 

The Business Ombudsman sent the following recommendations to the state body, with a copy to the General 
Prosecutor’s Office::

I. Cancel the decisions violating the rights of the business entity; 

II. When reviewing proposals of the General Prosecutor's Office, evaluate whether any violations were 
committed by the state body. In case of a violation, take measures in accordance with the legislation 
of the Kyrgyz Republic and justify how these measures contribute to the elimination of the violations 
revealed;

III. When making possibly wrong or illegal decisions, take into account any possible impact on the 
investment climate.  

Result

On 25 September 2020, the state body reacted to the Response Act in the form of a letter stating that the 
state body was ready to take relevant measures if the General Prosecutor’s Office canceled its previous 
decision in the form of a proposal. On 24 September 2020, the General Prosecutor’s Office reacted to the 
Business Ombudsman’s Response Act, stating that the interested party has a right to file a lawsuit in case of a 
disagreement with the decision of the state body. At the time of publishing this report, the state body has not 
implemented the recommendations of the Business Ombudsman.
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Value-added tax

Brief information

A business entity established by a foreign investor filed a complaint against the tax authority for allegedly illegally 
charging value-added tax (VAT). 

Action taken 

The BOI staff conducted a professional and impartial investigation, analyzed the materials provided by the 
complainant and regulatory legal acts and held meetings with the state body. 

After considering all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman upheld the complaint, concluding that 
the rights and legitimate interests of the business entity had been violated. On 11 September 2020, the Business 
Ombudsman issued a Response Act to the tax authority in the form of a recommendation. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendations to the tax authority:

I. Cancel its decision to charge VAT to the business entity; 

II. When determining the taxable supply under VAT, take into account whether the ownership right was 
transferred as required by the Tax Code;

III. When determining the date of the tax obligation for the supply of goods, be guided by the delivery date, 
namely the date of the transfer of the ownership right to the buyer in accordance with Article 234, Part 
2, Paragraph 1 of the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic;

IV. When recognizing a taxpayer as a taxable subject for VAT, be guided not only by the excess of the VAT 
registration threshold but also by the fact that there is a taxable supply as per the requirements of Article 
229 of the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic. 

Result

On 22 September 2020, the tax authority responded to the Response Act with a letter stating that tax disputes 
are considered by the tax authority only and that a complainant that does not agree with the decision of 
the tax authority has a right to pursue litigation. At the time of publishing this report, the state body has not 
implemented the recommendations of the Business Ombudsman.
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Inaction of local government authorities

Brief information

An individual entrepreneur filed a complaint with the Business Ombudsman against local government bodies 
for failure to take measures to open a fire exit on the entrepreneur’s business premises.

Action taken

The BOI staff conducted a legal, professional and impartial investigation, analyzed the materials provided by 
the complainant and legal acts and conducted meetings with the local government bodies. 

After considering all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman upheld the complaint, concluding that the 
rights and legitimate interests of the individual entrepreneur had been violated. On 7 August 2020, the Business 
Ombudsman issued a Response Act to the local government authorities in the form of a recommendation. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendations to the local government authorities:

I. Restore the infringed-upon rights of the individual entrepreneur by properly considering the case of 
violation under the Code on Violations in accordance with the procedural requirements;

II. Conduct appropriate training for authorized officials on exercising their powers to consider violations 
under the Code on Violations;

III. Ensure control over the execution of assigned powers by subordinate organizations to consider cases of 
violation.

Result

On August 27, the subordinate local government organization responded to the Response Act by stating that it 
was not possible to consider the case of violation under the Code on Violations because the multiple attempts 
to meet the person allegedly responsible and involved in the issue had been unsuccessful. The same day, 
the supervising local government authority responded to the Response Act by stating that the subordinate 
organization had been instructed to immediately carry out the work under the Code on Violations. At the time 
of publishing this report, the recommendations of the Business Ombudsman have not been implemented by 
the local government and its subordinate organization. 
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accrual of excise taxes 

Brief information

An antiseptic company filed a complaint against the tax authorities for the allegedly unlawful cancelation of an 
earlier order and the unlawful accrual of excise taxes.

Actions taken 

BOI specialists conducted a professional and impartial investigation, analyzed the documents provided by 
the applicant and the explanations of the state body, as well as applicable legal regulations. After reviewing 
all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman upheld the complaint, concluding that the rights and 
legitimate interests of the business entity were violated. On 14 September 2020, the Business Ombudsman 
sent a Response Act in the form of a recommendation to the tax authority.

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendation to the tax authority:

I. Cancel the order appealed by the company;

II. When canceling orders concerning special consumers who use ethyl alcohol for other purposes, be 
guided by documented information from the authorized state bodies. 

Result

On 17 September 2020, the tax authority responded to the Response Act with a letter stating that the appealed 
order was suspended (based on the protest of the General Prosecutor’s Office) pending clarification of the 
correct classification of antiseptic, perfumery and cosmetic products. On 10 December 2020, the Business 
Ombudsman sent a letter to the Vice Prime Minister of the Kyrgyz Republic for assistance in resolving the issue. 
On 4 January 2021, the tax authority responded, asserting the compliance of their actions with the legislation 
of the Kyrgyz Republic. At the time of publishing this report, the state body has not implemented the Business 
Ombudsman’s recommendations.
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accrual of taxes due to the use of market prices

Brief information

Several wholesale merchandise companies filed a complaint against the tax authorities for allegedly unlawful 
accrual of additional taxes (income tax, VAT and sales tax) based on the application of market prices.

Actions taken 

The BOI staff conducted an independent and fair investigation of the complaint, analyzed the relevant 
documentation and legislation and contacted and conducted negotiations with all interested parties. After 
considering all relevant information, the Business Ombudsman upheld the complaint. On 18 August 2020, the 
Business Ombudsman issued a Response Act in the form of a recommendation to the tax authority.

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendation to the state tax authority:

I. Cancel the decisions regarding the companies. 

The Business Ombudsman made the following recommendations to the territorial tax authority:

I. When applying market prices from the bulletins of the National Statistical Committee of the Kyrgyz 
Republic, indicate the exact quarter of the bulletin used, the products and the prices applied;

II. When applying market prices, use only the sources of information specified by the laws and attach 
extracts from these sources of information to decisions based on the results of inspections, indicating 
the market price for a specific product;

III. Attach to the act of tax audits the calculations for the additional charges made and provide them to the 
taxpayers. 

Result

On 24 August 2020, the tax authority responded to the Response Act with a letter stating that the companies’ 
complaints were under review by an authorized tax authority. At the time of publishing this report, the state 
body has not implemented the Business Ombudsman’s recommendations.
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systemic issues 

Based on the results of the work of the BOI since its inception and during its investigations of entrepreneurs’ 
complaints, the following systemic issues have been identified. 

The need to improve the legislation and its implementation 

The current legislation defining the framework for conducting entrepreneurial activity in the country contains 
numerous gaps, contradictions and “blind spots”. Over the course of several investigations, it was noted that 
when there are such contradictions or gaps in the legislation, state bodies make decisions in favor of the state 
and not the entrepreneur as they should according to the laws “On the Protection of the Rights of Entrepreneurs” 
and “On Normative Legal Acts of the Kyrgyz Republic”, as well as the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic. 

The need to improve tax administration and online tax filing and reporting tools 

34% of all complaints were against decisions or actions of the State Tax Service and its divisions. 

The issues raised by the entrepreneurs in their complaints related to: 

•	the	unjustified	refusal	to	offset	paid	taxes;	

•	the	illegal	accrual	of	taxes	and	penalties	by	the	tax	authority;

•	the	illegal	accrual	of	VAT	by	the	tax	authority;

•	unscheduled	tax	inspections;	

•	the	cancelation	of	previous	decisions	of	the	State	Tax	Service.	

The need to improve the business environment and eliminate pressure from law enforcement agencies 

Law enforcement agencies are putting additional pressure on businesses and leading investors. In 2020, 23% 
of the complaints filed concerned actions or decisions of law enforcement agencies (the General Prosecutor's 
Office of the Kyrgyz Republic, the State Committee for National Security of the Kyrgyz Republic, the State Service 
for Combating Economic Crimes). Law enforcement agencies initiated pre-trial proceedings concerning 
appointed inspections without disclosing the reasons or basis for their actions. In some complaints filed against 
the State Tax Service, the BOI’s investigation revealed that a law enforcement agency had recommended the 
inspections – namely the General Prosecutor’s Office or the State Committee for National Security. Pre-trial 
proceedings without proof of any grounds, information or forecasted timeline represented an economic and 
reputational risk for businesses.

Inconsistency in the decision-making of state bodies  

The investigations revealed that some state bodies frequently cancel their previous decisions. Such practice 
violates the law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On the Foundations of Administrative Activities and Administrative 
Procedures” of 31 July 2015 (No. 320), which establishes the obligation for administrative bodies to ensure 
the predictability and continuity of their own decisions. Such practices leave entrepreneurs without long-term 
certainty, put successful business planning at risk and create an unstable business and investment climate. 

CoMPlaInT TRenDs anD sYsTeMIC IssUes 
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Non-consideration of the Business Ombudsman’s Response Acts 

Some state bodies show an unwillingness to give serious consideration to the Response Acts and 
recommendations issued by the Business Ombudsman. Responses from state bodies have failed to include 
legal arguments to refute the detailed explanation of the Business Ombudsman’s consideration and upholding 
of complaints. Of 10 Response Acts issued in 2020, only one was taken on board by the state body. The 
Business Ombudsman raised his concerns on this matter in meetings with senior government officials, in 
speeches at the Investment Council Meetings and in public comments and statements to the press.

BOI survey results 

In November 2020, the BOI circulated a survey among more than 200 entrepreneurs and collected data from 
200 respondents to identify the negative factors and barriers that hinder business development in the current 
business environment of the Kyrgyz Republic. 

According to the survey results, private entrepreneurs singled out the following barriers to business development:

•	 the lack of government assistance in business development – 60%; 

•	 corruption – 49%; 

•	 long terms for consideration and the large list of permits in state bodies – 42%. 

The top barriers to business development identified by business entities were:  

•	 government intervention in business activities – 74%;

•	 corruption – 69%; 

•	 the incompetence of state and municipal employees – 57%;
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In your opinion, which of the listed barriers prevent business 
development? You can choose several options 

Private entrepreneur Business entity

Lack of government assistance in business development 60% 53%

Corruption 49% 69%

Lack of guarantees from the state for the protection of 
property rights

36% 50%

Long terms for consideration and large list of permits in state 
bodies

42% 49%

Incompetence of state and municipal employees 37% 57%

Complex customs procedures (import-export) 35% 19%

Tax rate 35% 32%

Difficulties in obtaining loans 30% 26%

Government intervention in business activities 26% 74%

Difficulties with design, construction and obtaining 
construction permits (architecture, etc.)

26% 21%

Legislation (difficult to understand/many legal acts) 25% 54%

Inconsistency of legislation 23% 37%

Lack of trained specialists, personnel problems 23% 36%

Complex tax administration 20% 27%

Difficulties connecting to utilities (electricity, heat, gas, 
sewerage, water, etc.)

19% 20%

Amount of social contributions 14% 36%

Complex administration of social contributions 9% 10%

Other 6% 1%
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Which state or local government bodies do you have 
difficulties interacting with? You can choose up to five 
options from the list

Private entrepreneur Business entity

State Tax Service 58% 57%

Sanitary and Epidemiological Station 32% 21%

Local self-government bodies (city mayors, akimat, ayil 
okmotu, etc.)

30% 35%

State Agency for Architecture, Construction and Housing and 
Communal Services

28% 5%

State Environmental Inspectorate 22% 29%

State Customs Service 19% 26%

Social Fund 17% 24%

State Committee for Industry, Energy and Subsoil Use 7% 12%

General Prosecutor’s Office 1% 7%

Financial Police 4% 16%

State Communications Agency 0% 2%

Other 4% 11%

The top state bodies that entrepreneurs and business entities have the most 
difficulties interacting with were:

Data on private entrepreneurs 

14,5% of the private entrepreneurs who participated in the survey experienced great difficulties in obtaining 
patents and insurance policies, 34,8% encountered medium difficulties, and 50,7% didn’t experience any 
difficulties. When using the E-patent electronic system to obtain a patent and an insurance policy, 24,6% of 
private entrepreneurs experienced great difficulties, 26,1% encountered medium difficulties, and 49,3% didn’t 
experience any difficulties. 

Private entrepreneurs faced the following challenges while running a business based on a patent: obtaining 
a loan (62,3%), implementing import and export operations (34,8%), a limited customer base (21,7%) and 
participating in state procurement (15,9%). 

59% of the private entrepreneurs who participated in the survey experienced inconsistency in the decisions of 
state or local government bodies regarding permits related to business activities.
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State body %

State Tax Service 59,1%

Local governments (city mayors, akimat, ayil okmotu, etc.), 42,2%

State Environmental Inspectorate 32,3%

Sanitary and Epidemiological Station 26%

State Custom Service 20,4%

Social Fund 19%

Financial Police 13,3%

General Prosecutor’s Office 9,1%

State Committee for Industry, Energy and Subsoil Use 7,7%

Other bodies 11,2%

Question Great difficulties
Medium 

difficulties
No difficulties

Please rate the level of difficulty in understanding 
tax administration 

45% 39% 16%

Please rate the level of difficulty in submitting tax 
reports

49% 33% 18%

Please rate the level of difficulty in filing 
electronic tax reports

56% 30% 24%

Please rate the level of difficulty in submitting 
reports to the Social Fund

37% 34% 29%

Please rate the level of difficulty in submitting 
electronic reports to the Social Fund

44% 31% 25%

Data on business entities 

Business entities paying VAT faced the following issues when administering VAT: 

•	 refund of overpaid VAT amounts – 69%; 

•	 offset of an overpaid amount of VAT for other types of taxes – 58%;

•	 complex VAT reporting — 58%;

•	 other issues – 12%. 

77% of the business entities that participated in the survey experienced inconsistency in the decisions of state 
or local government bodies regarding permit documents related to business activities. Below is a list of the 
state bodies on whose part business representatives experienced inconsistency in decisions. 
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82% of the legal entities that participated in the survey experienced gaps, contradictions or conflicts in the 
legislation during their business activities. In 82% of these cases, decisions were not made in favor of the 
business entity as required by the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic and the laws “On the Protection of Rights of 
Entrepreneurs” and “On Normative Legal Acts of the Kyrgyz Republic”. 

boI work towards systemic changes 

As part of the Business Ombudsman’s mandate to increase the transparency of state bodies and improve the 
business and investment climate, BOI representatives actively participated in various platforms and working 
groups dedicated to the development of economic policies impacting the business and investment climate. 
In particular, BOI representatives are members of the Council for Economic Reforms and participate in four 
working groups of the Council:

1. Working group on improving the licensing and permit system;

2. Working group on the interaction of businesses with law enforcement and judicial authorities;

3. Working group on tax system reform;

4. Working group on removing unnecessary administrative barriers in the construction sector.

The following recommendations and inputs were made by the BOI during the activities of the working groups 
of the Council for Economic Reforms: 

•	 In	the	working	group	on	improving	the	licensing	and	permit	system:	a	recommendation	was	made	to	
improve the quality of business inspections and implement a mechanism for monitoring and evaluating 
the efficiency of state bodies. 

•	 In	the	working	group	on	the	interaction	of	businesses	with	law	enforcement	and	judicial	authorities:	a	
recommendation was made to introduce an explanation to Article 35, Part 1, Clause 4 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code of the Kyrgyz Republic, whereby the investigator is authorized “to demand an audit, 
inventory, examination, and other verification actions”. The current formulation creates a risk of 
unreasonable checks of entrepreneurs’ activities and may lead to corruption. 

•	 In	the	working	group	on	tax	system	reform,	the	following	recommendations	were	made:	improve	tax	
administration and eliminate gaps, contradictions and ambiguities within the Tax Code; ensure the 
sustainability and predictability of the State Tax Service’s decisions; determine specific mechanisms to 
implement Article 15, Part 3 of the Tax Code in terms of making decisions in favor of the taxpayer in 
case of contradictions within the Tax Code or in the absence of regulating tax norms, and determine 
the responsibility of the tax authorities in case of failure to comply with this provision; determine the 
accountability and responsibility of the tax authority for cases when it canceled its own previous 
decisions; eliminate the tax authorities’ practice of making decisions based on their own interpretation 
of the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic by including in the Tax Code a norm obliging tax authorities to be 
guided by the conclusions of the state body responsible for developing tax policy when a dispute arises 
over the application of tax legislation; eliminate unreasonable inspections of entrepreneurs, provide for 
the obligation of tax authorities to conduct unscheduled inspections in strict accordance with Article 
100, Part 5, Paragraph 2 of the Tax Code and disclose in the Tax Code the definition of “documented 
information indicating that the taxpayer has facts of incorrect tax calculation”; eliminate the possibility to 
initiate inspections against entrepreneurs by law enforcement agencies that do not have the appropriate 
authority by streamlining Article 122 of the Tax Code and the criminal procedural legislation of the Kyrgyz 
Republic; include in the Tax Code the obligation for tax authorities to conduct inspections only on the 
basis of information obtained in the course of interaction with the authorities for combating economic 
crimes and in accordance with Article 100 of the Tax Code.
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•	 In	the	working	group	on	removing	unnecessary	administrative	barriers	in	the	construction	sector,	the	
following recommendations were made: reduce the risks of non-compliance with the time regulations 
for the issuance and receipt of construction permits and develop a mechanism for the control and 
responsibility of employees for the timely fulfillment of their obligations regarding the consideration 
and issuance of permits; establish a mechanism for the control and responsibility of the parties involved 
for compliance with the deadlines for issuing documents, as well as for the provision of complete, 
comprehensive and correct information on the issue of obtaining technical specifications to connect to 
utility networks; provide, among others, financial liability to construction companies for non-compliance 
with the procedures for the provision of technical specifications to connect to engineering networks; 
develop a strategy for 2021–2025 for the construction sector, indicating existing problems, goals and 
objectives and aimed at improving the investment and business climate in the sector. 
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CUsToMeR feeDbaCK 

Feedback from a complainant, tenant of the Karavan shopping center:

“We are fully satisfied with how our complaint was handled. We would like to highlight the professionalism 
of specialists, thorough investigation, quality and speed of work and final conclusions reached. We used the 
Business Ombudsman’s Response Acts as our main documents and arguments in negotiations with the state 
bodies. We thank the Business Ombudsman Institute for its assistance in resolving our issue". 

ProEMES LLC branch in the Kyrgyz Republic:

“We are pleased with our experience working with the BOI and highly satisfied with BOI services. Our legal 
rights have been protected in actuality!”  

The complainant preferred to remain anonymous: 

“Our complaint was accepted in a timely manner and quickly accepted for consideration. During the 
investigation, several meetings have been held to discuss the details of the complaint. We have been receiving 
constant updates on the progress of our investigation. I shall note the high professional level of BOI specialists, 
full and deep understanding of the legislation and constructive approach in solving the issue. The overall 
impression of working with the BOI is excellent. The establishment of the BOI is a very timely and necessary 
measure. We wish the Business Ombudsman and the Secretariat continued success!”

The complainant preferred to remain anonymous: 

“Thank you for considering our complaint and for the detailed analysis of facts and details. We are fully satisfied 
with your objective, legally substantiated conclusion and recommendations. It is in line with the opinions of 
our lawyers in the USA and Great Britain. We hope that the Kyrgyz government will use this constructively in the 
next stage of our negotiations. Our company is committed to a peaceful settlement, we hope for your support 
in this matter. We would like to thank you and note the high professional level, knowledge and persistence of 
your team”. 
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CHallenGes of 2020

In its first year, the BOI faced many challenges. Those posed by the external environment had a tremendous 
impact on the economy, the business environment, the BOI’s work and its cooperation with partners. Below 
is a list of some challenges and the BOI’s attempts to overcome them.

CoVID-19 pandemic 

Due to the deteriorating epidemiological situation in the country, the government’s advice to follow 
epidemiological caution and restrictions and in order to preserve the health and safety of employees and 
visitors, the Business Ombudsman Institute switched to remote working on 18 March 2020. To continue the 
delivery of services in accordance with its mandate, the BOI provided consultations and received complaints 
from entrepreneurs through the www.boi.kg website. 

On 25 March 2020, a state of emergency was imposed on the territory of the cities of Bishkek, Osh, Jalal-
Abad and Nookat, the Kara-Suu districts of the Osh region and the Suzak district of the Jalal-Abad region. The 
lockdown affected the economy and businesses, and the limited ability for physical movement resulted in a 
low volume of complaints received in the first three quarters of 2020. 

During the remote working period, the Business Ombudsman’s team continued to consider and investigate 
complaints to the best of their abilities, along with making recommendations to the state and local governments 
on measures supporting entrepreneurs and business entities and improving the business environment. 

Specifically:

1. To reduce the negative economic impact of COVID-19 for the country and entrepreneurs, the 
government of the Kyrgyz Republic prepared the first anti-crisis plan. On 17 March 2020, the Business 
Ombudsman contributed to this process through the development and submission of proposals and 
measures aiming to provide fiscal and administrative exemptions, tax reporting extensions, financial 
support for entrepreneurs, etc.

2. On 26 March 2020, the Business Ombudsman sent a recommendation to the government and the 
Republican Headquarters for Combating COVID-19 to simplify the procedures for the transit of essential 
goods and services and the employees of commercial companies accompanying those goods or 
providing those services; 

3. On 27 March 2020, an article was prepared and published in the media on how entrepreneurs can 
minimize risks in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictive measures taken by the state;

4. On 6 April 2020, the Business Ombudsman published an informational article on its website and in the 
media concerning the rights of entrepreneurs and business entities to request and access information 
from state bodies and local authorities. During the state of emergency, which restricted movement and 
the ability to access information in person, the article explained the entrepreneurs’ rights to use e-mail 
services to contact state authorities and request information. The article was supported with relevant 
legislation and included a timeline for responses from state bodies;  

5. On 15 April 2020, the Business Ombudsman sent recommendations to the government and the 
Minister of the Economy to provide business entities with preferential financing, tax and social security 
payment holidays, and to abolish penalties related to overdue tax and social security payments. The 
recommendations also stressed the need to provide real-time information on measures taken by 
government bodies to support business;

6. On 19 April 2020, the Business Ombudsman recommended that the Bishkek Commandant cancel 
permit requirements for entrepreneurs involved in activities allowed during the state of emergency;
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7. On 29 April 2020, the Business Ombudsman wrote to the President of the Kyrgyz Republic, the Speaker 
of the Parliament and the Prime Minister, proposing that they consider canceling the need to obtain 
individual passes for employees of businesses whose activities are authorized, starting from 1 May 2020. 
The Business Ombudsman instead suggested allowing the heads of businesses to provide the necessary 
confirmation documents. This would make it easier for employees to cross the sanitary checkpoints at 
the entrance/exit points of the territories in a state of emergency and enable businesses to restore their 
activities quickly and efficiently, thereby contributing to economic recovery; 

8. On 12 May, the Business Ombudsman initiated the abolition of additional bureaucracy and requirements 
in the State Tax Service to certify permits to enter/move around Bishkek. The Business Ombudsman 
advocated taking all measures for business entities with permitted economical activities to do business 
with minimal interference and red tape while observing the measures necessary to prevent the spread 
of COVID-19;

9. On 14 May 2020, the Business Ombudsman recommended that the Mayor of Bishkek improve the 
existing online system of entry/exit permits and movement in the zone of the state of emergency in 
Bishkek. The letter pointed out that the existing licensing system had created unnecessary bureaucracy 
and an additional burden on entrepreneurs at a time when businesses needed to focus on resuming 
activity, maintaining financial stability and jobs, as well as assisting in the restoration of the country’s 
economy. In particular, he drew attention to the sub-optimal instructions for filling out electronic 
permits. As a result, the permit system and its instructions were improved and updated;

10. On June 15, the Business Ombudsman raised concerns regarding excessive fines for businesses 
in connection with sanitary inspections. He proposed to use an informational and communicational 
approach instead.
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economic impact of CoVID-19

The Business Ombudsman made recommendations for measures to support the economy, entrepreneurs 
and businesses and provided inputs to the two anti-crisis packages of the government’s Action Plan to restore 
economic activity and support business entities, including:   

1. To introduce tax holidays and exemptions for businesses forced to suspend their activities due to 
COVID-19 in accordance with Government Decree No. 163 of 17 March 2020;

2. To exempt from penalties businesses unable to adequately fulfill procurement contracts with the state 
or municipal authorities due to the COVID-19 pandemic;

3. To extend the moratorium on inspections of businesses by state bodies until 1 January 2022, except for 
those related to public health and safety;

4. To grant a visa amnesty and exemption from penalties to foreign businesspeople with expiring visas and 
registration;

5. To grant deferral for the submission of the Unified Tax Return to individuals engaged in entrepreneurship 
until at least 1 July 2020;

6. To expedite online requests from businesses to state bodies and local government;

7. To consider preferential loans through state banks for agricultural enterprises to ensure the country’s 
food security;

8. To consider preferential loans for small and medium enterprises at the end of the state of emergency;

9. To reduce tax rates and social security payment rates/premiums for the most vulnerable business 
categories;

10. To consider tax incentives for commercial banks in 2020, thereby allowing them to provide deferrals and 
restructure payments;

11. To prompt the adoption and implementation of relevant government decisions to support business, 
provided for by the law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts on 
Stabilization of the Socio-Economic Situation Due to Force Majeure” of 1 April 2020;

12. To ensure that the State Tax Service under the government of the Kyrgyz Republic fulfills the requirements 
of Article 81 of the Tax Code of the Kyrgyz Republic on the offset and refund of overpaid taxes;

13. To consider the issue of the unauthorized establishment of restrictive measures in the regions of the 
country where voluntary squads organize restrictions on movement and business activities that are not 
provided for by the legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic;

14. To provide relief for certain categories of businesses (depending on the level of social significance and 
urgency) or individual sectors of the economy in terms of the possibility of resuming business activities 
or expanding the range of permitted economic activity;

15. To develop and implement a “traffic light system” to categorize and group business activities based on a 
risk assessment: business activities that are vital and safe to resume (green), activities that are of concern 
and require additional safety measures (yellow), business activities that endanger public health and are 
not allowed during the pandemic (red);

16. To accelerate the implementation of digitalization to allow government agencies to provide services 
online and remotely;
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17. To conduct a “lessons learned” exercise on the successful measures introduced to combat the effects of 
the pandemic and possible future improvements;

18. To promote the preservation of existing jobs and the creation of new ones in the context of an increase 
in the number of unemployed persons and the return of migrant workers; 

19. To assist in the refinancing of current loans with a high interest rate.

20. To provide a single, real-time source of information, including all official information regarding the 
introduction and operation of the state of emergency, as well as measures to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19: 

а) information on the state of emergency (links to legislation), orders of the commandants’ offices/
commandants, other information disseminated by the commandant’s offices/commandants of the 
relevant regions; 

b) laws of the Kyrgyz Republic, decisions of the government and programs of ministries and departments 
on measures supporting entrepreneurs; 

c) explanations of state bodies on the implementation of support measures, as well as on the roadmap 
for receiving assistance and the timeline and conditions of its provision; 

d) information about COVID-19 and the extent of its spread on the territory of the Kyrgyz Republic and 
other information provided by the Republican Headquarters for Combating COVID-19.

.

Most of the recommendations of the Business Ombudsman on supporting entrepreneurs were adopted by the 
government of the Kyrgyz Republic in full or in part and included in the “Plan of priority measures of the government 
of the Kyrgyz Republic for 2020 to reduce the negative impact on economic and social stability due to the spread 
of COVID-19”, in the “Action Plan of the government of the Kyrgyz Republic for 2020 to restore economic activity 
and support the activities of business entities” and in the “Financing of Business Entities” program approved by the 
government of the Kyrgyz Republic.

On 24 November, a recommendation to allow entertainment centers and cinema theaters to resume their 
business activities was sent to the acting Mayor of Bishkek city. 

On 8 December, the Business Ombudsman issued a statement regarding the increased level of pressure faced by 
entrepreneurs and business entities on the part of law enforcement, fiscal and other state bodies.  

On 11 December, recommendations for changes to tax policy were sent to the Ministry of the Economy. 

On 18 December, a proposal to make 2021 the Year of Economic Recovery and Development, Support and 
Protection of Entrepreneurship was sent to the acting President of the Kyrgyz Republic, Speaker of the Parliament 
Mamytov.
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Political instability  

Political changes and social unrest, the absence of legitimate political power, the parliamentary and presidential 
elections and the constitutional referendum had a dramatic impact on business and the economy. Businesses 
and investors faced seizures and damages to business property and assets following the October events. 

The BOI raised concerns about business and investors and made recommendations to the government 
regarding the rule of law, transparency and due process. 

On 8 October, the Business Ombudsman issued a statement on the situation surrounding business and 
investors, expressing concern about a wave of criminal activities (attacks, robberies and looting of property 
of businesses and investors), and called for a peaceful and legal resolution of the situation to protect private 
property.

On 23 October, during the meeting of the Business Development and Investments Council under the 
government of the Kyrgyz Republic, the Business Ombudsman stressed the systemic issues identified in the 
course of investigations and recommended measures to stabilize the economy:

1. Rule of law and protection of private property. Decisive actions must be taken to restore international 
confidence in the Kyrgyz Republic as a state governed by the rule of law:

•	 prevent	 and	 help	 businesses	 to	 recover	 from	 the	 consequences	 of	 raiding	 by	 local	 residents	 and	
criminal groups;

•	 hold	to	account	those	who	commit	crimes	of	destruction	and	raiding	of	property	of	 investors	and	
entrepreneurs and bring them to justice using due process; 

•	 ensure	the	respect	of	the	rule	of	law	and	the	equal	treatment	of	all.

2. Protection of businesses and investors through the prevention of illegal or/and improper actions by 
state bodies:

•	 prevent	illegal	inspections	by	state	bodies;
•	 prevent	inconsistent	decision-making	by	state	bodies	that	leads	to	business	losses;
•	 ensure	compliance	with	the	norms	of	the	Tax	Code	and	the	laws	“On	the	Protection	of	the	Rights	of	

Entrepreneurs” and “On Regulatory Legal Acts” to prevent the application of legislative contradictions 
and collisions against businesses;

•	 preclude	unjustified	interference	from	law	enforcement	agencies	in	business	activities.

3. Simplification of the conditions for doing business:
•	 optimize	public	services,	reduce	red	tape	between	businesses	and	the	state,	speed	up	digitalization	to	

solve business issues and eliminate corruption;
•	 simplify	and	optimize	tax	administration,	including	tax	audits,	remote	interaction	with	the	tax	service,	

refund of overpaid VAT amounts, etc. 

4. Support for entrepreneurs and businesses to preserve and create jobs:
•	 tax	reliefs,	benefits	and	holidays;
•	 preferential	loans	for	small	and	medium	enterprises	and	businesses	from	the	sectors	most	affected	by	

the pandemic; 
•	 cancel	penalties	for	the	non-fulfillment	of	contractual	obligations	with	state	bodies	and	overdue	tax	

and social security reporting; 
•	 reduce	the	number	of	inspections	by	state	bodies;
•	 stimulate	the	protection	and	increase	of	jobs;
•	 raise	awareness	of	measures	taken	by	the	state;
•	 improve	the	provision	of	public	services;
•	 improve	the	transparency	of	temporary	structures	operating	during	a	state	of	emergency.
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engagement with state bodies

While the overall level of engagement from state bodies reached a high standard, there were some exceptions. 
The BOI experienced instances of reluctance to engage at the level of detail necessary to conduct a fair and 
independent consideration of complaints. The BOI also saw examples of refusal to provide information, 
evasion and obfuscation in responding to its requests.  

Some state bodies have also shown an unwillingness to give serious consideration to the Response Acts and 
recommendations issued by the Business Ombudsman. Responses from state bodies have failed to include 
legal arguments to refute the detailed explanations of the Business Ombudsman’s consideration and upholding 
of complaints. Out of 10 Response Acts issued in 2020, only one was taken on board by the state body. The 
Business Ombudsman raised his concerns on this matter in his meetings with senior government officials, 
including Prime Minister Boronov, Vice Prime Minister Asrandiev and representatives of the government 
administration. The Business Ombudsman also highlighted these issues in his speeches at the Investment 
Council Meetings on 27 August and 23 October and in his public comments and statements to the press.
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CoMMUnICaTIons 

4 The annual magazine of the American Chamber of Commerce in the Kyrgyz Republic.

Total number of media materials  
released in 2020  – 197.

An end-of-year joint press conference was conducted on 22 December in cooperation with the International 
Business Council and the Council for Business Development and Investments under the government of the 
Kyrgyz Republic. 

Two online sessions were held for the members of business associations (the American Chamber of Commerce 
in the Kyrgyz Republic and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Kyrgyz Republic). One online 
session was conducted on Facebook. 

Twitter: 350 followers facebook: 1,011 followers 

Radio 
interviews  

19

TV 
interviews  

23

Press 
conference  

1

news and 
articles in 

online media  

149

briefings for 
mass media 

1

Interview for 
a specialized 
publication 4  

1

online 
sessions  

3

Pages for the BOI (@BOIKyrgyzstan) have been established on social media: Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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Regional trips

In 2020, before the pandemic, the BOI team was able to conduct four business trips to explain the Business 
Ombudsman’s mandate and partner with state bodies and businesses in the regions: 

Batken – 25 February 2020

Osh – 26 February 2020 

Naryn – 4 March 2020

Karakol and Cholpon-Ata – 11–12 March 2020

During his visit to Batken, the Business Ombudsman held meetings with the government representative in 
Batken, Mr. Abdrakhmanov, the Prosecutor of the Batken region, Mr. Halmurzaev, and with entrepreneurs and 
representatives of the regional business community. 

During his visit to Osh, the Business Ombudsman held meetings with the government representative in the 
Osh region, Mr. Zhylkybayev, the Vice Mayor and department heads of the Osh municipality and regional 
representatives of the business community. During these meetings, the Business Ombudsman’s mandate and 
role, the eligibility criteria for complaints and ways to file them were presented. 

During his visit to Naryn, the Business Ombudsman met with the government representative in the Naryn 
region, Mr. Alymkulov, and the Deputy Prosecutor of the Naryn region, Mr. Nurmamatov. The Business 
Ombudsman also met with entrepreneurs and business representatives and presented his role and mission, 
the eligibility criteria for complaints and how to file a complaint. 

As part of the business trip to Karakol and Cholpon-Ata, BOI representatives held meetings with the heads of 
the municipalities and local entrepreneurs and presented the Business Ombudsman’s role and mission, the 
eligibility criteria for complaints and how to submit complaints, as well as discussed the challenges faced by 
local entrepreneurs. 
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